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Our Team

Finance and administration

10 nationalities, 12 languages

Operate out of 6 countries

Interns

Junior Rangers and Youth Sections
Partnerships and Project Development
Policy and Advocacy

EUROPARC Offices
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Memorandum of Understanding – ENOS and EUROPARC

The European Network of Outdoor Sports & EUROPARC Federation

europarc.org/outdoor-sports
Marine: Participation in events and workshops about MAPs in the Med and Atlantic.
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Communications

European Day of Parks 2020

• Webinars
• Website
• Case studies
• E news
• Social media

Nature is Good for your Health!
CEETO
Interreg Central Europe

Vote for **A Sustainable Journey**
at the Portuguese “Art & Tour” Film Festival!

Life e-Natura2000.edu

Applications are open for 3 blended-learning courses
Save the Date!
SIGGEN SEMINAR 2020
23-24th March
Gut SIGGEN, Germany
FREE to Members

Climate change; -
Helping Protected Areas Adapt
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IMPACT Interreg Europe

Join the final event in Brussels at the European Week of Regions & Cities

europa.eu/regions-and-cities/

Making an IMPACT:
Putting protected areas at the heart of the EU policies for the sustainable development of regions and cities

8th October 2019
Seminar-Dialogue 2019
with DG Environment

Registrations are open!
between dialogue2019

Join us in Brussels!
Present your achievements
Give inputs to EU policy
Star Awards 2019
Winners will be announced at the Charter Awards Ceremony, in the European Parliament, December 2019
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DEADLINE EXTENDED

15th October
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How can we work better together as Sections within the Federation?

How can we reinforce our work within our sections?
Sustainable tourism, Sustainable development, Agriculture, Rural abandonment

Climate change, biodiversity and health

Landscape, territory: green infrastructure, sectorial policies, alliances

People: Youth, private owners, local communities, citizen participation
Building our future together
Thank you!

Marta Múgica
marta.mugica@redeuroparc.org
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- Transboundary Parks Task Force
Health and protected areas

- Promotion of the toolkit
- Collation of further case studies
- Development of thinking around a “HPHP Europe programme”
- Next webinar – 24th October
- New commission members welcome!
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FEDENATUR
Periurban Commission

europarc.org/periurban-parks
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